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Abstract 
Let X and Y be Hausdorff topological spaces. Let P be the family of all partial maps from 
X to Y: a partial map is a pair (B,f). where B E CL(X) (= the family of all nonempty 
closed subsets of X) and f is a continuous function from B to El’. Denote by 7~ the generalized 
compact-open topology on P. We show that if X is a hemicompact metrizable space and Y is 
a FrCchet space. then (P. TC) is completely metrizable and homeomorphic to a closed subspace 
of (CL(X), TF) x (C(X. Y). T~,cJ), where T,T is the Felt topology on CL(X) and 71’0 is the 
compact-open topology on C(X, Y). 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Kqword~s: Fell topology; Locally compact Hausdorff space: Partial map; Generalized 
compact-open topology; Compact-open topology: Polishness 
AMS clussijkation: 5435: 54B20 
1. Introduction 
Let X and Y be Hausdorff topological spaces, CL(X) the family of all nonempty 
closed subsets of X and K(X) the family of all nonempty compact subsets of X. For 
any B t CL(X) by C(B:Y) we mean the space of all continuous functions from B 
to 1,‘. By a partial map we mean a pair (B. ,f), where B E CL(X) and f E C(B. Y). 
Denote by P the family of all partial maps. There are some papers concerning topologies 
and convergences on partial maps and devoted to the study of partial maps [ 10,261, but 
mainly from the point of view of possible applications [4,1,2,7-10,16,24,25]. 
If Y = R (the set of real numbers), the partial map is just a utility function in the 
sense of [4]. In his paper “Concepts of similarity for utility functions” (see [4]) J. Back 
introduced a generalized compact-open topology for a space of utility functions with 
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different choice sets, and found homeomorphism between this space and the space of 
preference relations, topologized by closed convergence. This (generalized compact-open) 
topology topologizes a generalized continuous convergence, successfully used in [ 161 and 
[25] for convergence of dynamic programming models. In [IO] it was proved that under 
some reasonable conditions this topology coincides with a topology recently introduced 
in [8] for purposes of differential equations. 
We will cali this topology the generalized compact-open topology and denote it by 
7~. In our paper we study properties of this topology (regularity, complete regularity, 
metrizability) and as the main result we prove that if X is a hemicompact metrizable 
space and Y is a Frechet space, then (P, ‘TC) is completely metrizable and homeomorphic 
to a closed subspace of (CL(X), 7~) x (C(X, Y), rco), where rF is the Fell topology on 
CL(X) and 7~0 is the compact-open topology on C(X, Y); so the generalized compact- 
open topology is the right name for this topology. 
The Fell topology (or topology of the closed convergence) was introduced by Fell in 
[ 131. It is one of the most important and well-studied hyperspace topologies on CL(X) 
[3,5,6,11,13,14,23]. The Fell topology can be considered as classical one, because of its 
inclusion in the monographs of Matheron [ 171, Klein and Thompson [ 151, and Attouch 
[3]. The Fell topology is useful in many applications; particularly applications to opti- 
mization, convex analysis, mathematical economics, probability theory, and the theory 
of capacities [3,11,15,17,22]. 
To describe this topology, we need to introduce some notation. For E a subset of X, 
we associate the following subsets of CL(X): 
E- = {A E CL(X): A n E # a}, 
E’ = {A E CL(X): A c E}. 
The Fell topology rF on CL(X) has as a subbase all sets of the form V-, where V is 
an open subset of X plus all sets of the form (Kc)+, where K E K(X) and Kc is the 
complement of K. If compact subsets in the above definition are replaced by closed sets, 
we obtain the stronger Vietoris topology [ 151, also called the finite topology [ 181. 
To define the generalized compact-open topology TC on P put 
[G] = {(BJ) E P: BnGf 0}, 
[K:I] = {(BJ) E P: f(KnB) c I}, 
where G is open in X, K E K(X) and I is open (possibly empty) set in Y. By TC we 
mean the topology on P, which has as a subbase all sets of the form [G], [K : I], where 
G runs over all nonempty open sets in X, K runs over all elements from K(X) and I 
runs over all open (possibly empty) sets in Y. The topology 7~ restricted on the family 
of partial maps with the same domain is just the compact-open topology. 
In what follows we suppose all spaces are nontrivial (i.e., they contain at least two 
different points). 
Remark 1.1. (P.Tc) is a Tt space. 
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Remark 1.2. If {(B,, fa): o E C} rC:-converges to (B. f) in P, then {B,: o E 6) r~- 
converges to B in CL(X). 
Remark 1.3. (CL(X). 7~) is embedded to (P. 7~). 
Proposition 1.4. tit X be a Hausdorjf space. The ,following are equivalent: 
(1) (CL(X), ) 7-F 1s embedded as a closed subspace of (P, rc); 
(2) X is locally compact. 
Proof. 
(2) + (1) This part is standard, and is left to the reader. 
(1) + (2) Suppose X is not a locally compact space. Let 20 be a point from X which 
fails to have a compact neighbourhood. Let a> b be two different points in Y and let I 
(respectively J) be the function identically equal to (1 (respectively b) on X. Of course, 
the mapping C : (C.G(X). TF) 4 (P, ‘TC) defined as C(B) = (B. I r B) is embedding. 
We show C( CL(X)) fails to be a closed set in (P. 7~). 
Let B(Q) be the family of all open neighbourhoods of :CO. For every U E B(Q) and 
K E K(X) there is xU,K E U \ h’. Let K(X) be directed by the inclusion and B(Q) 
by the reverse inclusion and consider the natural product direction on f?(zo) x K(X). 
The net 
{ c({xn,K)): (U K)} E B(xo) x K(X)} 
rc-converges to ({x0}, .I 1 {.I-~~}) which does not belong to C( CL(X)). 0 
Proposition 1.5. Let X be a regular topological space. The mapping ~1: (CL(X), TF) x 
(C(X. Y). ache) 4 (P, 7~) dejined as q((B, f)) = (B, f 1 13) is continuous. 
Proof. Let {(B,, fn): o E C} be a net convergent to (B. f) in (CL(X): 7~) x 
(C(X. Y), rco). Let K E K(X) and suppose first (B, f [ B) E [K: 01. Thus B n K 
= 8. TF-convergence of {BD: g E c} to B implies B,, f’ K = 8 eventually, i.e., 
(BD. .fa / Bg) E [K : 01 eventually. 
Now let I be a nonempty open set in Y, K E K(X) and let (B. f 1 B) E [K: I]. 
Suppose there is a cofinal subset C* of C with (BD. fc r B,) $ [K : I] for every 
fl E C*. Thus for every 0 E C* there is x, E B, n K with &(,c~) $ I. Let x t K 
be a cluster point of the net {:r (T: (T E C*}. It is easy to verify that .x E B. Let C be a 
closed neighbourhood of z such that f(C) c I. T (‘(J-convergence of { .fO: c E x} to f 
implies .fg(C ~1 K) c I eventually, a contradiction. 0 
2. 
In what follows let X and Y be Tychonoff spaces and P be the family of all partial 
maps from X to Y. Let 24 and V be compatible uniformities on X and Y, respectively. 
For every K E K(X) and every U E l4, V E V put 
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0 K.C:.V = (C, g), (B. f)] E P x P: for every z E K n C there is z E B 
with (x., 2) E U and (y(x). f(z)) E V and for every z E K n B 
there is z E C with (z, x) E ZJ and (f(z), g(.x)) E V}. 
We have the following lemmas: 
Lemma 2.1. If X is a locally compact space, then the family { OK,~,“}, where K. U. V 
run over all elements ,fiom K(X), U: V, respectively, is a base for a uniformity l-l on 
P. 
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a locally compact space. Then rc = r~ on P, where TN is the 
topology on P corresponding to the uniformity ‘l-l (from Lemma 2.1). 
Theorem 2.3. Let X and Y be Tychonoff spaces. The following are equivalent: 
(1) X is a locally compact space: 
(2) (P, 7~) is a TychonofS space; 
(3) (P,Tc) is a regular space; 
(4) (P. rc) is a Hausdotjf space. 
Proof. (1) =+ (2) If X is a locally compact space, then by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 (P. 7~:) 
is a Tychonoff space. 
(2) + (3) and (3) + (4) are clear. 
(4) 3 (1) The Hausdorffness of (P, 7~:) implies also the Hausdorffness of (CL(X). 
TF), since (CL(X), r~) is embedded in (P, 7~). By [5] X is a locally compact space. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Let X be a Tychonoff space and Y be metrizable. The following are 
equivalent: 
(1) X is locally compact second countable; 
(2) (P, TC) is metrizable; 
(3) X is a hemicompact metrizable space. 
Proof. (1) + (2) The local compactness and second countability of X imply the hemi- 
compactness of X. Let {K,,} b e a countable cofinal family in K(X) with respect to 
the inclusion. Let zA* and V* be countable bases for U and V, respectively, where U 
and V are compatible metrizable uniformities for X and Y, respectively. It is easy to 
verify that the family {C~N_,~:,V}, where K, U, V run over elements from {KyL}, U*, V*, 
respectively forms a countable base for 7-k 
(2) =+ (1) (CL(X)>‘TF) ‘1 15 metrizable since it is embedded in (P,‘). By [5] X is 
locally compact and second countable. 
(1) ti (3) Th‘: q 1 IS e utva ence is easy to prove by using [12]. 0 
Theorem 2.5. Let X be a Ttchonoflspace and Y be a Tychonoflspace with a countable 
base. The following are equivalent: 
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(I ) X is locally compact second countable; 
(2) (P% 7~) is second countable; 
(3) X is a hemicompact metrizable space. 
Proof. (2) * (I) (CL(X). TF) ‘: I\ second countable since it is embedded in (P. 7~). By 
[5] X is locally compact and second countable. 
( 1) + (2) Let 0 be a countable base of X such that cl 0 is compact for every 0 E 0. 
Let G be a countable base for Y and G* be the family of all finite unions of elements 
from G and fl g 4*. The elements of the form [O! n [cl CJ: G] where 0, U E c? and 
G E G* form a subbase for rr which is countable, of course. 
(I ) ++ (3) This equivalence is easy to prove by using [I 21. q 
3. Main results 
In the next part we are going to prove main results of our paper: necessary and 
sufficient conditions for complete metrizability and Polishness of (P, 7~). 
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a locally compact metrizable space and Y be a locally convex 
linear topological space. The mapping q: (CL(X). 7~) x (C(X, Y). ~co) + (P> rc) 
dqfined as rl((R, ,f)) = (B. f / I?) ‘> IS continuous. onto and open. 
Proof. The continuity of 77 was proved in Proposition 1.5. By using Dugundji’s Extension 
Theorem, we see that q is onto. To prove q is open, it is sufficient to show [ 12, I .7.17(a)] 
that the multifunction @ : (P. P-C’) + ~“‘/,(“).“~)X(‘(“.‘.).‘(,O) defined as 
@(F. f)) = {(B. .Y): 9 E C(X. Y). !/ t B = f} 
is lower semicontinuous. Thus the next lemma, which proves that pi is lower semicon- 
tinuous completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a locally compact metrizable space and Y be a locally conl’es 
lineur topological space. Then the multi$unction CD : (P. rc) + 2(“L(“)~7~)x(c(x~“)~7~‘~~’ 
defined us @((B. ,f)) = { (l3. g): ~1 E cl(X. Y). 9 r R = f} ‘. 1 lr ower semicontinuous. 
Proof. Let (1 be a metric compatible with the topology on X and s be the family of 
all absolutely convex neighbourhoods of zero element 0 in Y. In the coincidence with 
above for every K E K(X), every /j > 0 and every G t 4 put 
c31,-.,l.c; = 
0 
(C, $1). (B. .f)]: for every .I’ E I< n C there is 2 E B 
with n’(.r. Z) < ;j and (!/(.I’) ~ f(z)) t C and for ever z E K n B 
there is .I’ t c’ with cl(a..~.) < ij and (f(l) - !/(I)) E G}. 
Let (L3, f) t P. Let 0 be an open set in (CL(X), 7~) x (C(X. Y). ~(~~~) such that 
@((I?.f))nO :+ (il. Let (B..f*) E @((II.,f))nO. Let01 beanopensetin (CL(X).TF), 
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02 be an open set in (C(X, Y)! r(() suchthatBEOt,p*E02andOi x02c0.So 1 ) 
thereareacompactsetN~Xandopensets~:V~,...,V,inXwithBE(n{V,-: i= 
1,2, % n}) n (IV”)+ C 01; and there are a compact set K c X and G E 4 such that 
{g E C(X,Y): (g(z) - f*(z)) E G for every z E K} c 02. 
The compactness of K and the continuity of f” imply that there is 6 > 0 such that 
whenever d(z, v) < 6 and z E K then (f*(z) - f*(y)) E G/8. The local compactness 
of X implies that there is 11 > 0, rl < S/4 such that K c S[K,q] c cl(S[K.q]) = H 
and H is compact (where S[K, rl] = {z E X: d(r, K) < n}). 
Put Q = S/4 and A = n{[K]: i = 1.2:. ..,n}) n [iv : 81 n 0H.a,G,4[(B,f)]. 
We claim that for every (C, g) E A, we have @((C. g)) fl 0 # 0. Let (C, g) E A. 
To show @((C, g)) f’ 0 # 0 it is sufficient to find an extension g* of g such that for 
every z E K. (g*(z) - f*(r)) E G. If K n C = 0, then an extension g* of g is clear 
(g* will be a Dugundji extension of gt, where gi : K U C + Y and gl r C = g and 
Yl r l-c = f* t w. 
If K n C # 8, put p = q/2 and L = K \ S[C, p]. Define gl : L U C + Y as follows: 
gt r L = f* / L and gi t C = g. Put A = K U C and D = L U C. Then gi is a 
continuous function on a closed set D c A. We will use the proof of Dugundji’s theorem 
[12] to construct a continuous extension g* of gt from D on A. In the rest of proof, 
A will be our basic space, so all sets are considered as subsets of A (for example, by 
S(z. E) we mean the set {z E A: d(z, z) < E}). Let {V’: s E S} be a locally finite open 
refinement of the cover {S[z, d(z, D)/4]: 2; E A \ D} of the subspace A \ D. For every 
s E S choose a point z,$ E A \ D such that V, c S[z,. d(z,, D)/4] and a point a, E D 
such that cl(c-~,~. z,~) < Sd(rc,. D)/4. 
There are functions gs : A\ D - [0, l] such that g,(A\(DUV5)) c (0) for every s E S 
and CsES gs(.c) = 1forevery.r~A\D.Putg*(.r)=g~(z)ifz~Dandifz~A\D 
put g*(z) = C,~,sgs(:~)gt(us). Let z E K. If J E K n C c H n C, then there is 
z E B such that d(:r, z) < N and (g(z) - f(z)) E G/4. Since (f(z) -f*(z)) E G/8, we 
have (g(z) - f*(z)) E G/2. N ow suppose that :x: E K \ C. If z E K \ S[C, Y] = L, then 
g*(z) = f*(z). N ow suppose that :I: E (KnS[C; P])\C. So g*(r) = CsES gl (a,s)g,s(z). 
Let s E S be such that z E V,, otherwise gs(J;) = 0. We have d(z.~,~) < d(z,, D)/4, 
d(z, u,) 6 d(z, ~:,)+d(z,~, qs) < /q/4+5/3/4 < 17, so u, E H. Thus a,5 E (L u C) n H. If 
IL,? E L, then gl(a,,7) = f*(a,9). If u,~ E CnH, then there is z E B such that d(z. a,?) < o 
and (f(z) - g(a,)) E G/4. 
Since d(z, 2) < d( ~,a,)+d(u,~,z) < q+o < 6/2, we have (f*(z)-f(z)) E G/8 and 
(f*(:r:) - ./‘*(a,)) E G/8, thus (f(z) - .f*(us)) E G/4. Thus (gl(a.7) ~ f*(o,s)) E G/2. 
So we have 
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Now the convexity of G/2 implies that both elements in the above sum belong to 
G/2. thus (f*(.r) - g*(.r)) E G, what we wanted to prove. 
So we have such continuous extension y* of 9 on K U C(= l!) that (g*(x) ~ ,f* (.I.)) E 
G for every .c E K. By Dugundji’s theorem there is a continuous extension h of g* from 
I< U C’ on X, so this is the required extension of 9. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a Tychonoffspuce and Y be u Fre’chet space (i.e., locally convexS 
completely metrizable linear topological space). The ~following ure equivalent: 
( 1) X is a hemicompact metrizable space; 
(2) (P, TCT) is completely metrizable. 
Proof. ( 1) + (2) Under these assumptions (CL(X), 7,~) and (C(X, Y)> ~CO) are com- 
pletely metrizable [5,21] and thus (CL(X), 7~) x (c’(X. Y)% 7~0) is completely metriz- 
able. By Theorem 2.4 (P. 7~) is metrizable and by Theorem 3.1 the mapping 
‘1: (CL(X), ‘F) x (C(X. Y). rc,,) --f (P. rc) 
defined as rl((13.f)) = (I3.f r B) IS continuous, onto and open. Thus by [12, 5.5.8d] 
(P> 7~) is completely metrizable. 
(2) + (1) By Theorem 2.4 metrizability of (P. 7~) implies X is a hemicompact 
metrizable space. •I 
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a Tvchonoff space and Y be a F&her separable spuce. The 
following are equivalent: 
(1) X is u hemicompuct metrizable space; 
(2) (P, 7~) is Polish. 
Proof. ( 1) =+ (2) Under these assumptions (P. 7~) is second countable by Theorem 2.5 
and (P, 7~s) is completely metrizable by Theorem 3.3, thus (P, ~c) is Polish. 
(2) + (1) Both metrizability and second countability of (P. ~c) imply X is a hemi- 
compact metrizable space (Theorems 2.4. 2.5). 0 
4. Extension theorem, homeomorphism 
The following theorem shows that if Y is a FrCchet space and (P: 76) is completely 
metrizable, there is a mapping w : (P. 7~) + (C(X, Y). ‘~‘0) which assigns to any 
(L3. ,f) E P a continuous extension d((B. f)) over all X in a continuous way. This 
result can be considered as an extension of Michael’s result [20, Theorem 7.11, where 
domain of functions is a fixed closed subset of X. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be u hemirompuct metrizuble space and Y be u Fre’chet spuce. 
There is a continuous mapping w’ : (P. rc,) * (C(X, Y). r<‘(j) which assigns to an? 
(B. j) E P a continuous extension *l( (B, .f)) over ull X. 
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Proof. Define a multifunction fl: (P, 7~) + 2(c(x3y).‘cO) as 
q(w)) = (9: 9 E C(X3Y1, .(I r B = f} 
(a similar multifunction was defined also in [9]). By using Lemma 3.2 we can prove that 
R is lower semicontinuous. It is easy to verify that R has closed convex values. Since 
(C(X, Y), TC~) is a Frechet space [21], we can use Michael’s selection theorem [19], by 
which there is a continuous selection w of Q. q 
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a hemicompact metrizable space and Y be a Fre’chet space. 
Then (P, 7~) is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of (CL(X), Q-F) x (C(X, Y), 7~0). 
Proof. Let w be a continuous mapping from (P, 7~) into (C(X, Y), rco) from Theo- 
rem 4.1 which assigns to every (B: f) E P a continuous extension w((B, f)) of f over 
all X. 
Define a function + : (P, 7-c) + (CL(X). 7~) x (C(X, Y), ‘CO) as follows: 
@(VW) = (&-JJ((W))). 
It is easy to verify (Remark 1.2) that q!~ is continuous. Clearly $ : (P? 7~) + G(P) is 
injection. 
The mapping r/,-l : $I(?) --$ P is just the restriction of 77 from Proposition 1.5 to $(P); 
so it is continuous. Observe that the mapping r$ is the identity, thus 47 is a retraction. 
Since $(P) = r/17( CL(X) x C(X, Y)) and retracts in a Hausdorff space are closed, we 
can deduce that $(P) . IS a closed subspace of (CL(X), r~) x (C(X, Y), rco). 0 
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